7o             THEOSOPHY EXPLAINED
through a vehicle called the causal body, formed of three
higher subplanes of the mental world.
Now the ego before descending to the physical
world has to pass through the lower mental and astral
worlds, and in doing so draws round himself veils of the
matter of those planes, which are later on formed into the
mental and astral bodies. Only after having assumed
these intermediate vehicles can he come into touch with
the baby physical body and be born into the physical
world, living his physical life and working there to gain
knowledge of it. At the end of his life, when the physical
body is worn out, he reverses this process of descent,
drops first his physical body and centres his life in the
astral body in the astral world, later casts that vehicle aside
and stays in the mental world in the mental body for a long
time, and when that too is cast aside, is once more the ego
in his own world. After a time he again repeats the
process of descent into denser matter, and assumes once
more a mental, an astral and a physical body.
The ego grows, but otherwise lives unchanged till
he attains his goal of being merged into Divinity. He is
not affected by births and deaths, but living on in the
permanent causal body from life to life, retains the memory
of the experiences of all his personalities; what is com-
monly spoken of as a lifetime is merely a day in his real
life, and the physical body which is born and dies, is
simply a garment put on for the furtherance of his evolution.
This, then, is the real constitution of man. He is a
Monad, a spark of the Divine, and of that Monad the ego,
clothed in the causal body, is a partial expression, formed
that he may enter evolution and return to the Monad
with developed qualities and knowledge acquired through
experience.  The ego in his turn puts down part of

